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ABSTRACT
How to directly optimize ranking metrics such as Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) is an interesting but challenging
problem, because ranking metrics are either flat or discontinuous everywhere. Among existing approaches, LambdaRank is a novel algorithm that incorporates metrics into its learning procedure. Though
empirically effective, it still lacks theoretical justification. For example, what is the underlying loss that LambdaRank optimizes
for? Due to this, it is unclear whether LambdaRank will always
converge. In this paper, we present a well-defined loss for LambdaRank in a probabilistic framework and show that LambdaRank is
a special configuration in our framework. This framework, which
we call LambdaLoss, provides theoretical justification for LambdaRank. Furthermore, we propose a few more metric-driven loss
functions in our LambdaLoss framework. Our loss functions have
clear connection to ranking metrics and can be optimized in our
framework efficiently. Experiments on three publicly available data
sets show that our methods significantly outperform the state-ofthe-art learning-to-rank algorithms. This confirms both the theoretical soundness and the practical effectiveness of the LambdaLoss
framework.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Information Retrieval (IR) system performance is measured by
ranking metrics such as Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG) [18], Mean Average Precision (MAP) [1], Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR) [34], etc. These metrics are defined on top ranks of
the retrieved list, and are intended to capture its utility for the
end users. Since users when presented with a ranked list of documents are more likely to scan documents downwards starting at
the top, ranking metrics are rank-dependent and reward relevance
of top-ranked documents more.
Learning-to-rank is an interdisciplinary research area that employs machine learning techniques to solve ranking problems in IR
systems. While traditional machine learning algorithms are mainly
designed for classification or regression, they have been adopted
for ranking problems in the learning-to-rank setting [23]. The wellknown pairwise approaches define loss functions to optimize for
preferences among document pairs [3–5, 19, 22], and the listwise
approaches define loss functions over the entire document lists
to optimize the agreement between predictions and ground truth
rankings [6]. The loss functions in these approaches are smooth
and convex, and thus easily optimized. Also, they are shown to be
bounds of ranking metrics [22, 23] and work reasonably well in
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practice. However, the bounds of these loss functions are usually
coarse because they are not designed in a metric-driven manner.
How to directly optimize ranking metrics is an interesting but
challenging problem. The main difficulty lies in the fact that ranking
metrics depend on ranks that are usually obtained by sorting documents by their scores. As a result, ranking metrics are either flat or
discontinuous everywhere; they are neither smooth nor convex. Direct non-gradient optimization techniques like grid search [24, 31]
can be used but they do not scale well. Thus, prior work has explored three lines of research to tackle the optimization problem in
a scalable way.
The first line uses approximation. A common strategy is to approximate ranks in ranking metrics by scores that are output from
ranking models [8, 27, 30, 33]. For example, SoftRank [30] defines
a distribution over all possible ranked lists after introducing uncertainty to scores and SoftNDCG as the expected NDCG over this
distribution. Then the learning-to-rank algorithm uses the SoftNDCG as the training objective. However, the main drawback of
this type of approaches is that the objectives are not convex (though
smooth), which makes them difficult to optimize [23].
The second line casts learning-to-rank as a structured learning
problem [21, 38] in which a ranked list is treated as a unit and a
loss is defined as its distance to the ideal ranked list that is sorted
by relevance labels. The distance metric between ranked list depends on the ranking metric under consideration [21]. Structural
SVM algorithms are used to minimize the loss. Because there is an
exponential number of possible ranked lists, training efficiency is
the main bottleneck for this line of work.
The third line uses the evaluation metrics to dynamically reweight instances during iterative training procedures [3–5, 28, 37].
For example, AdaRank [37] adapts the AdaBoost idea [13] to ranking problems, and uses the NDCG value of each query to compute a weight for it in the next training iteration. LambdaRank
algorithms [4, 5] creatively define a weight ∆N DCG, which is the
NDCG difference when a pair of documents are flipped in the current ranked list, and use it to re-weight the pair in the next training
iteration. These methods take metrics into account and are also
efficient since a convex optimization problem is solved in each iteration. Different from AdaRank, which has a similar exponential loss
as AdaBoost, the underlying loss of LambdaRank remains unclear,
despite its empirical success [4, 7].
Our paper is motivated by the desire to understand the theoretical aspects of LambdaRank. Is there an underlying loss that LambdaRank optimizes for? If so, what is it? Without such understanding,
there are no theoretical guarantees whether the LambadaRank iterations will always converge, to the best of our knowledge. The
best effort so far justifies the convergence through empirical hypothesis testing to show its local optimality [4, 11]. Also, concerns
were raised on whether LambdaRank directly optimizes NDCG or
not [23]. More importantly, the lack of theoretical justification prevents us from advancing its success by creating new LambdaRanklike learning-to-rank algorithms.
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In this paper, we fill this theoretical gap by proposing LambdaLoss, a probabilistic framework in which a well-defined loss is
formed for LambdaRank. Just as the exponential loss was discovered 5 years after the inception of AdaBoost [17], LambdaLoss is
presented in this paper 10 years after LambdaRank [5]. Our LambdaLoss framework allows us to condition a ranking loss function
on both ranks and scores. This makes it feasible to define loss functions in a metric-driven manner that can be efficiently optimized
in our LambdaLoss framework. In addition, we also present a ranking metric, different from NDCG, which is directly optimized by
LambdaRank. We validate the effectiveness of our LambdaLoss
framework on several benchmark LETOR data sets [26]. Our experimental results show that our metric-driven loss based models can
significantly outperform the current start-of-the-art methods.
We summarize the contribution of this paper as follows:
• We propose LambdaLoss, a probabilistic framework for a
family of ranking loss functions. We show that LambdaRank
can be formulated as a special configuration in this framework, and thus provide theoretical justification for it.
• Our framework allows us to define metric-driven loss functions that depend on both ranks and scores. We derive a
few of them in our framework that are more principled and
connect to ranking metrics such as NDCG explicitly.
• We validate the proposed LambdaLoss on three public data
sets and show that our framework is not only theoretically
sound, but also practically effective.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
review previous related work. We formulate our problem in Section 3. The probabilistic framework is presented in Section 4 and
our metric-driven loss functions are described in Section 5. We
present our experiments in Section 6 & 7 and conclude in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK
Learning-to-rank is an extensively studied research field, and multiple optimization algorithms for ranking problems were proposed
in prior art (see Liu [23] for a comprehensive survey of the field). In
general, learning-to-rank methods fall into three main categories:
pointwise, pairwise and listwise methods. Pointwise were the earliest proposed learning-to-rank methods. These methods define loss
using regression [15], classification [16, 25] or ordinal regression [9]
methods, and were generally found less effective for information retrieval applications [23]. Pairwise learning-to-rank methods [3, 19]
model pairwise preferences among documents in the ranked list,
and while being more effective than the pointwise methods, they
are still less effective compared to the listwise methods that define
their loss over the entire document list. Therefore, in the remainder
of this section, we focus on the listwise loss functions proposed in
prior work.
The most straightforward way to model listwise loss is through
direct optimization of some target IR metric (e.g., NDCG or MAP)
using non-gradient techniques like grid search, coordinate search
or other exhaustive search techniques [24, 31]. However, since IR
metrics are neither smooth nor convex, these methods provide no
guarantees regarding reaching true global maxima. In addition,
since these methods require search over the entire parameter space
and evaluation over the entire data set for each search, they do
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not scale very well as the number of features or training instances
increases.
Therefore, several more recent methods such as SoftRank [30],
SmoothRank [8] and ApproxNDCG [27], instead focus on optimizing a continuous and differentiable approximation of the target
metric. The common strategy used by these methods is to approximate ranks in the metrics by document scores. However, due to
being derived from the true evaluation metric, the approximationbased objectives are usually not convex. Gradient descent is used
as the optimization technique, but it suffers from very easily becoming stuck in a local minimum. Thus, these methods tend to be
less competitive compared to the existing state-of-the art methods,
like LambdaRank [30], even when simulated annealing techniques
are used [8].
Structural SVM algorithms [32] were proposed to directly optimize ranking measures in [21, 38], by treating a ranked list as a
unit and ranking metrics as the distance between these units. For
example, the MAP measure was studied by Yue et al. [38] and optimized by the cutting plane technique. Though theoretical promising, these formulations have higher computational complexity that
other methods due to the exponential number of constraints in
their SVM formulations. Our LambdaLoss formulation is an iterative procedure, but it is as efficient as the LambdaMART algorithm.
AdaRank [37] optimizes ranking metrics such as NDCG using a
procedure similar to AdaBoost [13]. It is a meta-learner that trains
a weak learner in every iteration. Queries are re-weighted based on
their performance so far; the goal is to assign higher weights to less
performing queries so that the next weak learner can compensate
for the deficiencies of current model. The efficiency depends on the
weak learner, but is usually high. The re-weighting is on the query
level, unlike LambdaRank which uses document level weighting.
Our work is motivated by the novel re-weighting technique used
in LambdaRank [5]. This method computes weights for a pair of
documents using ∆N DCG and uses it to create a new weighted
loss function in the new iteration of learning. The initial version of
LambdaRank was based on neural network models. A later version
using the same procedure, but based on gradient boosting decision
tree models is known as LambdaMART [4]. LambdaMART was
empirically shown to be a state-of-the-art model (e.g., it was the
winning submission at a well-known learning to rank challenge [7]),
however there are no theoretical guarantees that it indeed optimizes
NDCG over the training set.
The current work attempts to address this gap, and introduces a
new formal framework for direct optimization of ranking metrics. In
our framework, the connection between metric and loss is explicit.
The empirical results also show the advantage of our metric-driven
loss functions.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
We formulate our problem in the learning-to-rank framework in
this section.

3.1 Learning-to-Rank
In the learning-to-rank setting, the training data T contains a set of
queries with each having a list of documents. For each document,
we have a feature vector as well as a relevance label; and thus each
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query has a list of document feature vectors and also the relevance
labels for the list of documents. We use x to represent the list of
feature vectors and y to represent the relevance labels for a query.
Thus the training data is represent as
T = {(x, y)}.
A learning-to-rank algorithm is to find a ranking model Φ that
can predict the relevance scores s for all documents in a query:
s = Φ(x)
We take a generic form of the ranking model Φ in our paper. In
practice, Φ can be implemented in different forms, for example,
linear model used in RankingSVM [19], tree-based model in LambdaMART [4], and neural network models in RankNet [3]. Though
the implementation can be different, all the learning-to-rank algorithms learn Φ using loss functions as their objectives. A loss
function is in general defined based on relevance labels y and predicted scores s = Φ(x):
Õ
L(Φ) =
l(y, Φ(x))
(1)

3.3 Ranking Metrics
There are many existing ranking metrics such as NDCG and MAP
used in IR problems. A common property of these metrics is that
they are rank-dependent and place more emphasis on performance
of the top ranked documents. For example, the commonly adopted
NDCG metric over a list ranked based on s is defined as
n
n
Õ
Õ
2yi − 1
1
Gi
=
(4)
NDCG =
IdealDCG i=1 log2 (1 + i) i=1 D i
where

2yi − 1
, D i = log2 (1 + i)
IdealDCG
are gain and discount functions respectively and IdealDCG is a
const normalization factor per query and computed as the DCG for
the list ranked by the relevance labels yi .
Ideally, learning-to-rank algorithms should use ranking metrics
as learning objectives. However, it is easy to see sorting is needed
to obtain ranks based scores. This makes the ranking metrics either
discourteous or flat everywhere and can not be directly used as
learning objectives.
Gi =

(x,y)∈T

where l is the loss function for a single query that takes the labels
and scores as input and output a nonnegative real value as the loss.
l : (y, s) → R+

(2)

A learning-to-rank algorithm is to find the optimal Φ that minimizes
the overall loss:
Φ̂ = arg min L(Φ)
R(Φ)

in the space of ranking models R(Φ).

3.2 Simple Loss Functions
How to define the loss l in Eq 2 is one of important factors for
learning-to-rank algorithm. Suppose we have n documents and we
use yi and si to represent the label and score for the i-th document.
The loss l can be defined in a pointwise manner, like a mean square
error
n
Õ
l(y, s) =
(yi − si )2
i=1

Such a loss function is commonly used in regression problems and
it is not specific for ranking problems. The introduction of pairwise
and listwise loss functions incubates the learning-to-rank research
area [3, 6, 19], where the loss is defined to measure the correctness
of relative document orders, instead of error in absolute relevance
prediction. One of commonly used pairwise loss function is the
logistic loss
l(y, s) =
=

n Õ
n
Õ

Iy j <yi
i=1 j=1
n
Õ
Õ

log2 (1 + e −σ (si −s j ) )

(3)

log2 (1 + e −σ (si −s j ) )

i=1 j:y j <yi

where I is the indicator function and σ is a hyper-parameter. This
loss is based on cross entropy and used in the LambdaRank algorithms [4, 5]. The intuition is to apply a penalty on the out-of-order
pair (i, j) that has y j < yi but s j > si .
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3.4 LambdaRank
Bridging the gap between evaluation metrics and loss functions has
been studied actively in the past [23]. Among them, LambdaRank
has been one of most effective algorithms to incorporate NDCG in
the learning procedure. LambdaRank has been implemented using
both neural network and decision tree models (called LambdaMART
in the latter case) and the basic idea is to modify the loss during the
training based on NDCG. For this purpose, the ∆N DCG is defined
as the absolute difference between the NDCG values when two
document i and j are flipped
1
1
∆N DCG(i, j) = |G i − G j ||
−
|
(5)
Di D j
LambdaRank uses the logistic loss in Eq 3 and adapts it by reweighing each training pair by ∆N DCG in each iteration
l(y, s) =

n
Õ
Õ

∆N DCG(i, j) log2 (1 + e −σ (si −s j ) )

(6)

i=1 j:y j <yi

3.5 Research Problems
LambdaRank has been shown very promising in improve ranking
quality and looks very related to the NDCG metric. However, there
are a few outstanding questions about it: (1) From the theoretical
perspective, does the iterative procedure employed by LambdaRank
converge? (2) Is there an underlying global loss function in Eq 1
for LambdaRank. If so, what is it and how it related to the NDCG
metric? These questions, especially the second one has been puzzled researchers for a while. For example, in chapter 3.3.7 of Liu’s
book [23], the authors raised the concern on claiming that LambdaRank directly optimizing NDCG.
More broadly, we are more interested in closing the gap between
learning loss functions and evaluation metrics. In the rest of this
paper, we propose a probabilistic framework that can be optimized
efficiently for a family of learning-to-rank loss functions. All the
loss functions derived in this framework have explicit relation to
ranking metrics and thus are metric-driven.
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4 PROBABILISTIC FRAMEWORK

4.1 Loss Function
Similar to previous work, we assume that scores of documents
s determine a distribution over rankings. Let π denote a ranked
list and {P(π |s) : π ∈ Π} be the distribution. To define a global
loss function based on Eq 1, we treat the ranked list π as a hidden
variable and define the likelihood of generating relevance labels y
based on s using a mixture model:
Õ
P(y|x, Φ) =
P(y|s, π )P(π |s)

exponent=1
exponent=1/2
exponent=1/3

1.0

0.8
logistic function value

Different from previous work that converts ranks in ranking metrics completely to scores, our idea is to define loss functions using both scores and ranks explicitly. In this section, we propose a
probabilistic framework for ranking loss functions and show that
LambdaRank is a case in this framework.

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
−4

−3

−2

−1

0
si - sj

π ∈Π

where s = Φ(x). Given a set of training instances T = {(x, y)}, we
define the loss as the negative log likelihood based on the maximum
likelihood principle.
Õ
L(Φ) = −LLH (Φ) = −
log2 P(y|x, Φ)
(7)
(y,x)∈T

Note that we use log2 instead of log for the purpose of consistency
with following discussions.
The two main components in the loss function are P(π |s) and
P(y|s, π ). For the first component, P(π |s) can take different forms.
For example, in SoftRank [30], uncertainty was introduced to each
score si using a normal distribution N (si , ϵ) with Gaussian noise
ϵ. Ranked lists π are still determined by sorting scores but now
becomes uncertain due to Gaussian noise. Thus a distribution with
soft assignment over Π is formed. The ListNet approach in [6] used
the Plackett-Luce model to define P(π |s). In this paper, we do not
take a parametric distribution but assume a hard assignment for
the reason of simplicity. That is, P(π̂ |s) = 1 and P(π |s) = 0 for all
π , π̂ , where π̂ is the mode of P(π |s) in which all documents are
ordered by scores s. This is actually a limit distribution when ϵ → 0
in the SoftRank approach.
For the second component P(y|s, π ), we can see that such a
probability depends on both scores and ranks. Different forms of
models can be defined in this family and can be optimized by the
following Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.

4.2 EM Algorithm
The loss L in Eq 7 is not convex in general and a well-known algorithm to minimize it is the EM algorithm [10]. EM is an iterative
procedure over both E-step and M-step. At iteration t, in the E-step,
the distribution of hidden variable π is estimated based on the current ranking model Φ(t ) . This is essentially sorting the documents
based on s to obtain the mode π̂ for the hard assignment case. After
the distribution of hidden variable P(π |s) is estimated, the M-step
is to re-estimate the ranking model Φ(t +1) to minimize the negative
likelihood, i.e., likelihood loss, using complete data {(y, x, π̂ )}
Õ
Φ(t +1) = arg min LC (Φ) = arg min
− log2 P(y|Φ(x), π̂ ).
{(y,x, π̂ )}

where LC (Φ) is the likelihood loss over the complete data.
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Figure 1: Generalized logistic functions with different exponents.

The EM algorithm usually starts from a random guess of model
Φ(0) and iterates over E-step and M-step to update model. With
appropriate definition of P(y|Φ(x), π̂ ), the EM procedure is proven
to converge to a local minimum.

4.3 LambdaRank in the Framework
The key part to leverage this framework is to define the distribution
P(y|s, π̂ ), or equivalently the log likelihood log2 P(y|s, π̂ ). As an
example, we show that LambdaRank is a specific configuration
inside this framework.
4.3.1 Likelihood Loss. Let’s start with a simple case where ranks
π̂ is ignored,
Õ
log2 P(y|s, π̂ ) = log2 P(y|s) =
|yi − y j | log2 P(si > s j ), (8)
y j <yi

where P(si > s j ) is the probability of si is larger than s j and defined
using the sigmoid function
1
P(si > s j ) =
.
−σ
1 + e (si −s j )
P(si > s j ) is a well-defined probability as it approaches 1 when
si − s j approaches infinity and 0 when si − s j approaches negative
infinity.
We now show how the above formulation can be extended to
the LamabdaRank case by conditioning the likelihood on ranks π̂ .
By assuming i and j are ranks ordered by s, we define
P(si > s j ) = [

1
1 + e −σ (si −s j )

]

1
1
−
2 (1+i ) log2 (1+j)

| log

|

Such a function belongs to the family of generalized logistic functions1 . When i , j, we can show that P(si > s j ) is a well-defined
probability as it approaches 1 when si −s j approaches infinity and 0
when si − s j approaches negative infinity. The difference is that the
1
exponent | log 1(1+i) − log (1+j)
| determines how sharp the “S” curve
2

2

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generalised_logistic_function
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y j <yi

=

Õ
y j <yi

|G i − G j ||

4.0

zero-one loss
logistic loss

3.5

3.0

2.5
loss

is in the function. We show a few different exponents in Figure 1.
When the exponent becomes larger, the curve is more sharp and
the loss is thus more sensitive for this exponent. This is equivalent
to give a higher weight on the loss of the corresponding document
pair.
By replacing yi (and y j ) in Eq 8 by G i (and G j ) and use D i (and
D j ), we get the following negative complete log likelihood:
Õ
− log2 P(y|s, π̂ ) = −
|G i − G j | log2 P(si > s j )
(9)

2.0

1.5

1
1
−
| log2 (1 + e −σ (si −s j ) )
Di D j

This is exact the loss function used in LambdaRank iterations.
4.3.2 LambdaRank as EM. With the definition in Eq 9, we can
formulate LambdaRank in our EM algorithm. In the E-step, we compute scores for documents to obtain s and then rank all documents
per query to obtain π̂ . Then ∆N DCG can be computed for every
pair of documents and used as weights for each pair in the M-step
to re-estimate model Φ.
Such an EM procedure can be implemented differently depending
on the underline model structure. For example, in LambdaMART [4],
the model Φ is implemented as gradient boosting decision trees
and Φ(t +1) is built upon Φ(t ) by adding a new boosting tree that
regresses to the gradient of the loss in Eq 9. From the EM perspective, such a technique is viewed as a heuristic in practice because
Φ(t +1) can be built from scratch, without relying on Φ(t ) necessarily.
The heuristic of basing Φ(t +1) on Φ(t ) , nevertheless, can make the
convergence faster and a similar strategy was also used in [35].
Proposition 4.1. The global loss L in Eq 7 using the negative loss
in Eq 9 is a loss function for LambdaRank. Such a loss is a listwise loss.
The LambdaRank algorithm minimizes it and converges to a local
minimum as an EM procedure.
We thus name our probabilistic framework as the LambdaLoss
framework due to its connection to LambdaRank and refer to L in
Eq 7 as LambdaLoss in general.
In the above discussion, we assume the hard assignment and let
π̂ take the mass probability of 1. Apparently, our framework allows
soft assignment based on a distribution over all permutations. For
example, instead of using the mode, we can use a few top ranked
list based on the Plackett-Luce model or the normal distributions
used in SoftRank [30]. Due to the space limit, we leave this as future
work.

5 METRIC-DRIVEN LOSS FUNCTIONS
One appealing property of the LambdaLoss framework is that it
allows us to take both ranks and scores into our loss definitions.
This provides a natural bridge between ranking metrics that purely
rely on ranks and the traditional loss functions that purely rely on
scores. Due to this property, our approach is sharply different from
previous work in SoftNDCG [30], SmoothNDCG [8] and ApproxNDCG [27] where they replace ranks fully by scores. In this section,
we propose our metric-driven approach to define loss functions in
the LambdaLoss framework. The main upper bound function we
use is the commonly used logistic loss for zero-one loss. Let I be an

Published by Technical Disclosure Commons, 2018
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Figure 2: Zero-one loss is bounded by logistic loss.

indicator function for the zero-one loss, then we have
Isi <s j ≤ log2 (1 + e −σ (si −s j ) )

(10)

The relationship is depicted in Figure 2 where σ = 1.

5.1 Loss for Average Relevance Position
The first metric is the Average Relevance Position (ARP) proposed
in [20]. It is not commonly used as an evaluation metric but it has
a nice connection with the pairwise loss. The ARP was originally
proposed for binary relevance and we extend it to graded relevance
here.
n
Õ
ARP =
yi · i
(11)
i=1

where i is the rank and yi is the graded relevance for the document
at i-th position. Let si be the score of i-th document, then
ARP =
=

n
Õ

yi (

n
Õ

i=1
j=1
n Õ
n
Õ
i=1 j=1

Isi <s j + 1)

yi Isi <s j + const

Using Eq 10, we have the following bound for ARP:
ARP ≤

n Õ
n
Õ

yi log2 (1 + e −σ (si −s j ) ) + const

i=1 j=1

We denote this as ARP-Loss1. Such a formulation does not depend
on ranks, but only on scores. It is an upper-bound for the ARP
metric and can be minimized by standard pairwise loss algorithms
where yi is the weight for pair (si , s j ) and y j is the weight for pair
(s j , si ). Actually, this is a degenerated version of the LambdaLoss
L in Eq 7 since P(y|s, π ) = P(y|s).
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It is easy to show δi j = δ ji and we also define δii = 0. Thus,

For ARP, we can actually have an alternative formulation

ARP =
=
=

≤

n
Õ
Õ
i=1 j:y j <yi
n
Õ
Õ
i=1 j:y j <yi
n
Õ
Õ
i=1 j:y j <yi
n
Õ
Õ

NDCGcost =

yi Isi <s j + y j Is j <si + const

=

yi Isi <s j + y j (1 − Isi <s j ) + const

=

|yi − y j |Isi <s j + const
|yi − y j | log2 (1 + e −σ (si −s j ) ) + const

We denote this as ARP-Loss2. This loss is closely related to the
pairwise loss used in most algorithms in Eq 3, where |yi − y j | is
replaced by 1 to indicate that yi is more relevant than y j . The
ARP-Loss2 gives a theoretical justification of using the difference
between relevance labels for pairwise loss. More interestingly, |yi −
y j | can be replaced by |2yi − 2y j | to be close to the NDCG metric.

5.2 Loss for NDCG
We discuss the NDCG metric in Eq 4 here. NDCG is a gain-based
function and different from ARP that is a cost-based function. To
derive its loss function, we use the following NDCGcost.
n
Õ

Gi −

i=1

n
Õ
Gi

D
i=1 i

=

n
Õ

G i (1 −

i=1

1
)
Di

(12)

NDCG-Loss1. The first bound for NDCGcost is based on D i −1 =
log2 (1 + i) − 1 ≤ i − 1
n
Õ

n
Di − 1 Õ Gi
NDCGcost =
Gi
≤
(i − 1)
Di
D
i=1
i=1 i
n
n
n Õ
n
Õ
Õ
Gi Õ
Gi
Isi <s j ≤
=
log2 (1 + e −σ (si −s j ) )
D
D
i=1 i j=1
i=1 j=1 i

NDCG-Loss1 is a combination of scores and ranks and can be optimized by our EM algorithm. The weight for a pair (si , s j ) is set to
i
be G
D i in the new iteration.
NDCG-Loss2. The bound used in NDCG-Loss1 may be too loose
when i become larger. We define the second loss for NDCG based
on the chain rule:

1−

i−1
i−1
Õ
Õ
1
1
1
=
−
|=
|
δi j
Di
D |i−j | D |i−j |+1
j=1
j=1

where
δi j = |

1
1
−
|
D |i−j | D |i−j |+1
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Gi

i=1
n
Õ

i−1
Õ

(13)

δi j =

j=1

Õ

i=1 j:y j <yi
n
Õ
Õ
i=1 j:y j <yi

i=1 j:y j <yi

NDCGcost =

n
Õ

n
Õ

Gi

i=1

n
Õ
j=1

Isi <s j δi j

δi j [G i Isi <s j + G j Is j <si ] + const

(14)

δi j |G i − G j |Isi <s j + const

(15)

Use the bound in Eq 10, we can thus obtain the NDCG-Loss2 similarly. Note that the const term depends on the current ranking π̂
only, but not on scores. This is not a problem because in the M-step
of our EM algorithm, π̂ is fixed. Such a const will not affect the
estimation in the M-step.
This loss is potentially a tighter bound than NDCG-Loss1. Furthermore, NDCG-Loss2 can be extended to all NDCG-like metrics
by changing G i , D i , and subsequently δi j accordingly. For example,
using G i = yi and D i = 1i , NDCG-Loss2 can be used to optimize the MRR-like metrics [35] for binary cases. Please note that
NDCG-Loss1 can also be applied to the case of D i = 1i but it is not
applicable to other discount functions like i12 in general.

5.3 Metric for LambdaRank Loss
We have derived loss functions for metrics and thus connect metrics
with different loss functions. It is intriguing to ask the question from
the opposite direction: What is the metric that LambdaRank loss
function optimizes for? In fact, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. The LambdaRank loss is a bound for the following metric:
MetricLambdaRank =

n
Õ
i=1

Gi

i−1
Õ
1
1
|
−
|.
D
D
i
j
j=1

(16)

Proof. Let ρ i j = | D1i − D1j |. Then ρ i j = ρ ji and we have
MetricLambdaRank =
=
=

n
Õ
i=1
n
Õ

Gi

n
Õ
j=1

Õ

i=1 j:y j <yi
n
Õ
Õ
i=1 j:y j <yi

Isi <s j ρ i j
ρ i j [G i Isi <s j + G j Is j <si ] + const
ρ i j |G i − G j |Isi <s j + const

It can be see that ρ i j |G i − G j | is the ∆N DCG and Isi <s j is bounded
by the logistic loss using Eq 10.
□
Interestingly, MetricLambdaRank is not the same as NDCGcost,
Í
but a very loose upper-bound. In fact if we replace i−1
j=1 ρ i j by
ρ i1 , MetricLambdaRank becomes NDCGcost. Also it is interesting
to notice the connection between ρ i j and δi j in Eq 13. We only
need to replace ρ i j by δi j in any LambdaMART code to implement
NDCG-Loss2 in Eq 15.
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5.4 Loss for NDCG@k
Our metric-driven loss can be adapted for top k as well. For NDCGLoss2, we have its variant for NDCG@k as
k
Õ
Õ

δi j [G i log2 (1 + e −σ (si −s j ) ) + G j log(1 + e −σ (s j −si ) )]

i=1 j:y j <yi

(17)

k
Õ
DCG k
2reli − 1
, where DCG k =
IDCG k
log2 (i + 1)
i=1
and IDCG k is ideal DCG at k that is computed by ranking documents based on their relevance labels. In our experiments, we
use NDCG@5 as our primary metric to compare different models.
Different values of k’s are studied separately.

N DCG@k =

for the formulation in Eq 14 and
k
Õ
Õ

6.3 Competing Methods
δi j |G i − G j | log2 (1 + e −σ (si −s j ) )

(18)

i=1 j:y j <yi

for the formulation in Eq 15. Though Eq 14 and Eq 15 are equivalent,
their upper bounds in Eq 17 and Eq 18 are different. We found that
Eq 17 works better empirically and thus use NDCG-Loss2 to refer
to it in our experiments.
Similarly, for the LambdaRank loss, we have its NDCG@k as
k
Õ
Õ

ρ i j |G i − G j | log2 (1 + e −σ (si −s j ) )

i=1 j:y j <yi

The quantity ρ i j |G i − G j | is different from the standard ∆N DCG
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and j > k where ∆N DCG has D1i , but not ρ i j .
This difference is minor and we do not find it impact the results
significantly.
Thus our loss functions for NDCG@k are reasonable and similar
techniques can be applied to the ARP loss functions as well.

6 EXPERIMENT SETUP
We set up our evaluation using a standard supervised learning-torank framework [23]. In this section, we describe our evaluation
data sets, evaluation metrics, and competing methods used in our
experiments.

Our methods are implemented based on the RankLib library2 for reproducing purpose. Ranklib implemented a list of most popular and
representative algorithms, including RankNet [3], RankBoost [12],
AdaRank [37], Coordinate Ascent [24], Multiple Additive Regression Trees (MART) [14], LambdaMART [36], ListNet [6], and Random Forests [2]. We compare against all of them.
For our LambdaLoss methods, we implemented them on top
of the Ranklib library as well. The loss functions we proposed
are general, and can work with any ranking models (e.g., neural
networks or tree-based models). For experimental purpose, we
report the performance of our loss functions by applying them to
tree-based models. More specifically, we replace the existing loss
implementation of LambdaMART in Ranklib with our proposed set
of loss functions: ARP-Loss1, ARP-Loss2, NDCG-Loss1 and NDCGLoss2.
The hyper-parameters specific to each learning-to-rank algorithm are tuned to optimal on the validation sets using NDCG@5 as
the metric, the major metric we are using for evaluation. For all the
logistic loss based methods, there is a hyper-parameter σ in Eq 10.
We fix it to the default value 1 for MART, LambdaMART, and our
proposed loss functions in the overall evaluation. The performance
impact of this parameter is presented as well in our experimental
results.

6.1 Data Sets

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The three data sets we used in our experiments come from a wellknown LTRC data set and the benchmark LETOR data sets [26].
These data sets are publicly available for the research community.
The first dataset is a well-known LTRC that is from the “Learning
to Rank Challenge” [7]. It contains two sets with each being divided
into three partitions for training, validation, and testing. We use
the first set of this data set. The other two datasets, WEB10K and
WEB30K, were released in [26]. Each one of them contains five folds
with every fold being divided into three partitions for training,
validation, and testing. We use the Fold1 in these two data sets
respectively. The statistics for these three data sets are displayed
in Table 1. All of them are data sets for web search and the largest
data sets publicly available for learning-to-rank algorithms. The
relevance labels of documents for each query are rated by human
in the form of multi-level graded relevance.

We compare different learning-to-rank methods and report our
experimental results in this section.

6.2 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate different methods using NDCG of the top k ranked documents (i.e., NDCG@k). They are standard metrics for evaluating
the quality of ranked lists with multi-level graded relevance [29].
Specifically,
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7.1 Overall Comparison
Given that there are many baseline methods, we take the following
approach to compare them. We first identify the best performing
ones by a comparison among all baselines. Our methods are then
compared against the identified best performing ones.
Table 2 shows the comparison results among all the baselines
using NDCG@5 as the metric on the test data sets. We can see that
both LambdaMART and MART achieve the best metrics among
all the baselines and across all the data sets. This confirms that
the tree-based methods achieve the state-of-the-art performance in
learning-to-rank.
Table 3 shows the results of comparing our methods against
MART and LambdaMART. Besides the results on test data sets,
we also report results on both the training and validation data
sets. Such a comparison is more informative to understand the
effectiveness of our proposed LambdaLoss functions because better performances on the training data sets are expected for our
2 https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/
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Table 1: Statistics of the three data sets used in our experiments.
Data sets
Queries
Docs
Features

Train
19,944
473,134

LTRC
Valid.
2,994
71,083
700

Test
6,983
165,660

Train
6,000
723,412

Table 2: Comparison of baseline methods on testing sets
based on NDCG@5 in percentage.
Data sets
LambdaMART
MART
Coordinate Ascent
ListNet
Random Forests
RankNet
RankBoost
AdaRank

LTRC
70.36
70.79
66.58
67.53
68.57
64.72
66.82
66.71

WEB10K
42.19
41.70
39.43
38.31
37.84
31.12
34.21
33.84

WEB30K
44.12
43.51
38.46
39.26
38.82
32.28
33.42
33.14

metric-driven loss functions. From this table, we can see that our
proposed loss functions outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms,
MART and LambdaMART, by a large margin. This observation is
the same across training, validation, and test data sets. For example, on the WEB30K test data set, NDCG-Loss2 achieves 3.28% and
1.86% improvement over MART and LambdaMART respectively.
This empirically demonstrates that our proposed loss can optimize
NDCG@k more effectively by taking both ranks and scores into
account and derive the loss in a metric-driven manner.
It is also interesting to notice the results on the LTRC data sets.
The NDCG values on LTRC data sets are much higher than the other
two and LambdaMART is slightly worse than MART, showing that
the upper bound of LambdaMART in Eq 16 can be loose. Comparing
MART with our methods, though there is no significant difference
on the test data set, our method NDCG-Loss2 is significantly better
on the training data set. This confirms that our metric-driven loss
functions are better bounds and optimize for what they are designed
for.
Among our methods, NDCG-Loss2 is consistently better than
NDCG-Loss1, ARP-Loss1, and ARP-Loss2. This is consistent with
our theoretical results because NDCG-Loss2 is a tighter bound than
NDCG-Loss1 for NDCG metric, especially on the lower ranked
documents which is confirmed in our following study of parameter
k. Also, ARP-Loss1 and ARP-Loss2 are worse because they optimize
for the ARP metric instead of NDCG.

7.2 Parameter σ
We study the sensitivity of parameter σ by varying it between
[0.4, 1.6]. Due to space limit, we show the results only on the
WEB30K data set, as similar trends are observed on other data
sets. Figure 3 shows the NDCG@5 metric on both training and
test data sets of three methods: LambdaMART, NDCG-Loss1, and
NDCG-Loss2. All methods show consistent behaviors on training

https://www.tdcommons.org/dpubs_series/1216

WEB10K
Valid.
Test
2,000
2,000
235,259 241,521
136

Train
18,919
2,270,296

WEB30K
Valid.
6,306
747,218
136

Test
6,306
753,611

and test sets. While both LambdaMART and NDCG-Loss1 degenerate with the increase of σ , NDCG-Loss2 is more robust to the
change of σ – its performance on test set is always around 0.448 on
NDCG@5, showing the robustness of NDCG-Loss2 with a tighter
bound for NDCG.

7.3 Parameter k in NDCG@k
In order to see how different loss functions behave by varying k, we
train LambdaMART, NDCG-Loss1, and NDCG-Loss2 by optimizing
towards NDCG@k, with k selected from {1, 3, 5, 10}. Figure 4 plots
their performance on training and testing respectively. Similar to
the parameter σ analysis, the pattern we observe on the training set
is very close to the one on the testing set. More interestedly, while
NDCG-Loss1 performs better than LambdaMART at NDCG@1, this
advantage disappears as we increase k. On the other hand, NDCGLoss2 consistently outperforms LambdaMART by a large margin
over all choices of k’s. This empirically supports our hypothesis that
NDCG-Loss2 provides a tighter bound than NDCG-Loss1, especially
for lower ranked documents.

7.4 Convergence Analysis
In order to better understand the convergence rate of our proposed
methods, we analyze the obtained NDCG@5 along with the number
of trees in Figure 5. It can be observed that NDCG-Loss1, NDCGLoss2, and LambdaMART share similar convergence behaviors. This
confirms the correctness of our EM algorithm in our LambdaLoss
framework. NDCG-Loss2 is able to achieve significantly better
results at early iterations than the other two. All methods are trained
on a server with 12 1.20GHz CPUs and 60G RAM. Each of them
consumes on average 1 second per iteration on the WEB30K data
set and the number of iterations required to converge are very
close for all of them. This means that our proposed methods can be
trained very efficiently.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a probabilistic framework, namely LambdaLoss, that can optimize metric-driven loss functions efficiently.
Our framework is motivated by the LambdaRank algorithms that
incorporate ranking metrics in their models. We showed that LambdaRank can be formulated as a special configuration in our LambdaLoss framework, and thus provided a novel loss function as its
theoretical justification. Following the line, we developed several
metric-driven loss functions that depend on both ranks and scores
in our LambdaLoss framework. We empirically validated the proposed LambdaLoss framework on three publicly available learningto-rank data sets, and demonstrated that our framework is not only
theoretically sound, but also practically effective.
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Table 3: Overall comparison based on NDCG@5 in percentage. *, **, *** and +, ++, +++ indicate that a method is statistically
significantly better than LambdaMART and MART respectively, according to t-test at levels of 0.05, 0.01, 0.001.
Data sets
LambdaMART
MART
NDCG-Loss1
NDCG-Loss2
ARP-Loss1
ARP-Loss2

Train
72.21+++
71.27
71.45+
73.07∗∗∗
+++
74.11∗∗∗
+++
71.74+++

LTRC
Valid.
69.07
69.65∗∗
68.95
69.57∗∗
69.70∗∗∗
69.24

Test
70.36
70.79∗∗
70.26
70.63∗
70.58
70.38

Train
44.99+++
43.70
45.49∗∗∗
+++
47.33∗∗∗
+++
47.24∗∗∗
+++
46.06∗∗∗
+++

WEB10K
Valid.
43.40
43.15
43.80+
43.98∗+++
44.01∗++
43.69

0.475

WEB30K
Valid.
43.81+++
43.09
43.60++
44.71∗∗∗
+++
44.59∗∗∗
+++
43.86+++

Test
44.12+++
43.51
44.04++
44.94∗∗∗
+++
44.69∗∗∗
+++
44.13+++

0.4475
NDCG@5

0.465
NDCG@5

Train
45.28+++
43.85
45.03+++
47.35∗∗∗
+++
47.02∗∗∗
+++
45.25+++

0.4500

0.470

0.460
0.455
0.450

LambdaMART
NDCG-Loss1
NDCG-Loss2

0.445
0.440

Test
42.19
41.70
42.56++
43.19∗∗∗
+++
42.88∗∗
+++
42.70++

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0
σ

0.4450
0.4425
0.4400
LambdaMART
NDCG-Loss1
NDCG-Loss2

0.4375
0.4350

1.2

1.4

1.6

0.4

0.6

(a) Training.

0.8

1.0
σ

1.2

1.4

1.6

(b) Testing.

0.49

0.47

0.48

0.46

0.47

NDCG@k

NDCG@k

Figure 3: Impact of σ on WEB30K.

0.46
0.45
LambdaMART
NDCG-Loss1
NDCG-Loss2

0.44
0.43
1

3
5
k in NDCG@k

10

0.45
0.44
0.43

LambdaMART
NDCG-Loss1
NDCG-Loss2

0.42
1

(a) Training.

3
5
k in NDCG@k

10

(b) Testing.

Figure 4: Performance of NDCG@k along with k on WEB30K.
This work opens up several interesting research directions for
future work. (1) While we focus on NDCG metric in this paper, it
would be interesting to extend it to other popular ranking metrics
such as MAP or design tighter loss for NDCG. (2) We assumed a
hard assignment of P(π |s) in the EM algorithm. It is also interesting
to study the effect of soft assignment in our framework. (3) We
implemented our framework on tree-models. Other ranking models
such as SVM and deep neural networks can also be studied in the
future. (4) Our framework provides a novel formulation for learningto-rank algorithms and it can potentially inspire new research topics

Published by Technical Disclosure Commons, 2018

such as how to apply regularization to avoid overfitting for metricdriven loss functions. (5) There is a natural connection between
LambdaLoss and structural learning given that a ranked list is a
type of structures. Thus LambdaLoss may inspire novel methods
for structural learning in general.
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